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 I SEE THE BEAN COMPLEX MOVING DOWN WHILE WHEAT & 
CORN SLOW DOWN THEIR LOWER PACE 

Posted on 8/20/2014 7:01:55 AM 

WE HAVE A VERY GOOD HEDGING DEPARTMENT HEADED BY TED SEIFRIED. WHY NOT TALK TO HIM OR 
ANY OF OUR OTHER HEDGING BROKERS. NO ONE WILL PRESSURE YOU AND WHAT HAVE YOU GOT TO 
LOSE? I'VE BEEN A LICENSED FUTURES BROKER FOR 41 YEARS AND TRUST NO ONE MORE THAN TED 
AND HIS GROUP 

Higher closes for oats, rough rice, corn, Minneapolis, Kansas City and Chicago Wheat while lower for soybeans, 
soybean meal and soybean oil. Minneapolis had its best close in a week and KC its best high and close also in a 
week. However, only Chicago didn't make a new contract low over the last week meaning the former two still look the 
weakest of the wheat complex showing little sign of turning around at this juncture… Still, we've seen the wheat 
complex slow down its decline and the Ukraine government saying its will be down 13% has helped today even if the 
complex settled well off of its session's highs. Let's see how the rest of the week pans out. Oats  has settled higher 
five out of its last six sessions looking like its gradually moving back into an uptrend overall. Of course, oats have 
been basically in a trading range between 320 and 350 since the middle of March on the weekly chart. Rice continues 
to close higher (6th session in a row) since reversal type action making a contract low and closing higher on August 
12th. Rice has been moving down since the beginning of May and is now in its nearest resistance area which 
starts around 1290. Corn closed slightly higher most likely due to the Ukraine announcement and should work back 
lower off of its reversal type action on Monday. Still. Corn has been basing over the last month while everyone knows 
the government is looking at record yields. Our hedge department says, because many farmers have been holding on 
to corn from the previous year, there's little room for storage meaning they will be forced to sell a large part of their 
crop right away. Don't forget that the cattle placements were exceedingly lower and around 75% of corn goes into 
feed down from 85% before ethanol was thrust upon us. Also, the cattle herds are at 50-60 year lows not to mention 
what the hog virus did to the hog population. Our hedge department feels the pickup in exports could be the result of 
hedging against the potential of hot, dry weather that usually takes place in August and now seems to be here. The 
beans (record crop and yields) and oil couldn't hold possible bearish consolidation formations last week but the meal 
and meal/oil spreads have given the bulls hope by consolidating over the last month or so. The Nov. bean gap at 
1132 1/2 that history says will most likely, but not always, be filled sooner or later has kept gap traders nervous also. I 
don't see much support below for the beans and oil but the Dec. meal does have strong looking support from 360 
down to 340 (briefly penetrated). Finally, oil made another new CONTRACT LOW AND CLOSE.  In the end I still see 
the bean complex moving down while wheat and corn keep slowing their pace from now on. SELL SIGNALS 
FOR MINEAPOLIS, KANSAS CITY AND CHICAGO WHEAT ALONG WITH CORN, ROUGH RICE SOYBEANS, 
SOYBEAN MEAL AND SOYBEAN OIL. CALL FOR DETAILS.  For additional charts, quotes, news, commentary & 
more sign-up for a FREE 30-day trial to Market head.Com. 
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